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the sp-1120 can also be fitted with presto ultra lux, which
offers excellent performance and a variety of special

functions, including a lamp-free operation. the led light is
controlled by an automatic sensitivity adjustment system.

this system automatically adjusts the brightness and
illuminates fine unevenness and air bubbles of the internal

frames which can not be illuminated under the normal
bench lighting, thus dramatically improving the quality of

internal adjustments. it also eliminates the need for
microscope-illuminated operation, allowing you to work

more easily under normal lighting conditions. with the built-
in presto aqua lux, the sp-1120 allows you to work under

normal lighting conditions without having to use a
microscope. the led light is controlled by an automatic

sensitivity adjustment system. this system automatically
adjusts the brightness and illuminates fine unevenness and

air bubbles of the internal frames which can not be
illuminated under the normal bench lighting, thus

dramatically improving the quality of internal adjustments.
it also eliminates the need for microscope-illuminated

operation, allowing you to work more easily under normal
lighting conditions. the presto pvr-b1120 is one of the first
compact high-definition video recorders on the market. the
compact design is easy to carry and to use, and the presto

pvr-b1120 comes with a 2.5” hard drive that can store
approximately 3 hours of hd content on a single side. with
the presto pvr-b1120, you can enjoy your movies and tv
shows anytime and anywhere, both in hd and sd. the 1tb

hard drive in the presto pvr-b1120 can save about 3 hours
of hd content on a single side.
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